Beyond financial proxies in Cohesion Policy inputs’ monitoring: A system dynamics approach
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A B S T R A C T
European Union’s Cohesion Policy aims to foster development and reduce disparities among regions by redistributing more than one-third of the European budget. Given the policy’s importance and complexity, an elaborated monitoring and evaluation system has been established. While attention has been dedicated to evaluating policy impact, the monitoring of inputs (i.e., allocated financial resources) has been limited to the control of financial dimensions (i.e., funds’ absorption rate). As the implementation process entails a sequence of steps, this research explores whether financial proxies alone are adequate to monitor the policy inputs. To test this hypothesis, a system dynamics model is built. Simulations highlight that the absorption rate captures shocks that might occur during the inputs’ expenditure with significant delay. To that end, we elaborate three novel operative monitoring indicators (i.e., funds’ demand, funds’ offer, procedural efficiency), which may overcome the financial indicators’ mono-dimensionality and time lags’ limitations.

1. Introduction

The Cohesion Policy (CP) is one of the most important policies in the European Union (EU), accounting for the second-largest budget expenditure (European Commission, 2014). CP aims to support sustainable and harmonic progress, especially by fostering economic growth in less developed European regions and sustaining competitiveness of the most developed ones through the redistribution of economic resources (i.e., structural funds). The policy has been active since 1988 and is divided into cycles of seven-year programming periods (Brunazzo, 2016). It is defined and supervised at a European level, while the implementation is performed by the Member States and the local managing authorities (LMAs), such as regions. This distribution of jurisdiction among different authorities is called multi-level governance (Hooghe, 1996; Piattoni & Polverari, 2016). Thus, CP encompasses high complexity (Bachtler & Ferry, 2015; Rogers, 2008; Stephenson, 2013), constituting an open, multi-level, multi-focus, and multi-action system (Lion & Martini, 2006) in which actors’ decisions affect the system with considerable delays. However, the actual effects of CP are not homogenous (Bachtler, Fratesi, & Perucca, 2020; Fratesi & Wishlade, 2017) and several European regions face difficulties in employing the allocated structural funds (European Court of Auditors, 2018; European Parliament, 2011). This unreliability of absorption potentially hinders the accomplishment of CP’s objectives. Against this background, an articulated and extensive mechanism of monitoring and evaluation system has been developed (European Commission, 2018a; European Parliament & the Council of European Union, 2013), rendering CP “the largest and most evaluated policy in the world” (Naldini, 2018, p. 496). This is unsurprising since evaluation literature has repeatedly showcased and discussed the intricacy of evaluating complex systems (e.g., Hassmiller Lich et al., 2017; Moore et al., 2019; Rogers, 2008).

The CP evaluation and monitoring system has evolved over time due to the contribution of practitioners’ direct experiences (Gaffey, 2013; Lion & Martini, 2006) and researchers’ efforts (Barca, 2009; Boselli & Tagle, 2003). Therefore, the academic debate on meta-evaluation and monitoring could be crucial for shaping the CP evolution. This debate has a long and vivid tradition; starting from the early stages of CP (Bachtler & Miche, 1995; Mceldouney, 1991), it has proficiently continued over policy cycles (Bachtler & Wren, 2006) and is continuously being stimulated (Naldini, 2018). The discussion has revolved around several aspects of the CP monitoring and evaluation system, indicatively: (i) the role of evaluation units and monitoring committees (Cartwright & Batory, 2012; Olejniczak, Raimondo, & Kupiec, 2016), (ii) the indicators’ misuse (Nigohosyan & Vutsova, 2018) and
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development (Barca & McCann, 2011; Barca, 2009; Masana & Fernández, 2019; Marchante & Ortega, 2010), (iii) practical lessons in the field (Gaffey, 2013; Lion & Martini, 2006; Perrin, 2011), (iv) the systems’ fundamentals (Batterbury, 2006; Perrin, 2011; Saunders, 2011), (v) how it has evolved over time (Gaffey, 2013; Naldini, 2018), and (vi) its formative impact on organisations (Wojtowicz & Kupiec, 2018).

To the best of our knowledge, most research efforts have been dedicated to the evaluation of the CP outputs, outcomes (or results), and impacts, while little attention has been given to the monitoring of the policy inputs, namely the funding resources allocated (i.e., structural funds). In this respect, Masana & Fernández, (2019) identify a lack of maturity and development of local CP monitoring, which is primarily based on a conventional accounting/financial approach. In fact, based on the current regulation, the inputs’ monitoring is conducted with financial means and proxies, particularly through the absorption rate of the funds’ expenditure. Further actions are generally left to the LMAs and Member States (European Commission, 2018b) and, when they occur, the responsible parts avoid to share them in a systematic and transparent manner. Policy-makers, researchers, and the media often use the absorption rate to assess and monitor the state and success of a CP programme (Aivazidou et al., 2020; Gaffey, 2013). However, the structural funds’ expenditure and implementation constitute a long ‘pipeline’ process entailing a series of steps (e.g., funds allocation, calls’ issuing, applications’ appraisal, projects’ implementation, applicant refunding) that require a considerable amount of time (Cunico et al., 2020; Stephenson, 2016). This research gap appears particularly concerning as the absorption rate measures the inputs’ utilisation at the end of the aforementioned pipeline. In addition, this indicator alone might not be adequate for monitoring CP inputs since its mono-dimensionality (Masana & Fernández, 2019), along with the delays involved in the implementation process, might hinder timely and comprehensive understanding of the implementation programme’s efficiency. Better comprehension is compelling as CP funds’ absorption issues still occur in several European regions (European Court of Auditors, 2018). Thus, a more effective inputs’ monitoring could sufficiently predict these shortcomings and support CP agents in taking adequate corrective actions on time. Moreover, the use of exclusively financial dimensions for monitoring can conceal the use of debatable policies, such as retroative projects’ use1 or regional co-finance reduction2 (Corte dei Conti, 2017; European Court of Auditors, 2018), utilised by some LMAs to increment the absorption rate values without increasing the actual amount of local investments. This specific necessity for a ‘better’ monitoring of the inputs has been already identified by Bachtler & Ferry, 2015, p. 1259): “the progress of development programmes cannot be meaningfully assessed because of the lack of meaningful and timely information on programme performance”.

In this respect, this paper poses the following research questions (RQs):

1. **RQ#1: Can financially oriented indicators (i.e., absorption rate) alone provide adequate monitoring of the CP implementation system?**

To respond to the RQs, this paper aims to assess formally the adequacy of the funds’ absorption rate as a monitoring indicator by evaluating its systemic behaviour over time after a variety of exogenous disturbances occurred (RQ#1). Then, in case the absorption rate’s monitoring effectiveness is insufficient, we explore whether additional operational indicators, developed for the first time, could complement the use of the financial ones to improve monitoring performance (RQ#2). To test these hypotheses, we built a simulation model replicating the implementation process of CP funds of an LMA using the system dynamics (SD) method (Forrester, 1961; Sterman, 2000). Systemic methodologies have already crossed their paths with the evaluation domain, fruitfully integrating enhanced evaluation practices and theories (Gates, 2016, 2017; Hassmiller Lich et al., 2017). This approach allows replicating the operational steps (Olaya, 2015) that occur when an LMA implements the funds, simulates different scenarios, and tests the behaviour of absorption rate in these occasions. In addition, the model structure enables the identification of the key points of the implementation pipeline, which could be relevant to monitoring in case of developing novel operational indicators. Besides, this paper further anticipates to contribute to the current debate on CP monitoring and evaluation, as framed by Naldini (2018), by expanding the focus to the inputs’ monitoring for management purposes. In addition, we attempt to showcase that simulation models (e.g., SD models) can effectively support the development and testing of a new-generation set of operational indicators for CP, improving inputs’ monitoring and, overall, absorption comprehension.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Firstly, the theoretical background is described to contextualize this research effort (Section 2). The SD approach, the data collection, and the model structure and validation are outlined in Section 3. Then, the simulation results of the absorption rate are presented, while the new original indicators and the related dynamic behaviour are investigated (Section 4). The major outcomes, implications, and challenges are analysed and discussed in Section 5. Finally, we conclude with the key insights, proposing future directions (Section 6).

## 2. Theoretical contextualisation

### 2.1. Towards a monitoring and evaluation integrated framework

Although monitoring and evaluation are both management tools which are usually mentioned interchangeably when discussing CP assessment (Perrin, 2011), they constitute two different concepts (Bachtler & Wren, 2006; Gaffey, 2013; Perrin, 2011). Monitoring constitutes the systematic and continuous collection of data for tracking the progress of a specific process while the project activities are on-going. It aims to provide information about the current state of the system and, thus, support the adoption of prompt and informed remedial actions by decision-makers, if needed. On the contrary, evaluation is the periodic appraisal of project activities’ progress to assess their success against the expected goals. It focuses on the effectiveness and relevance of interventions, while it aims to provide information to all relevant stakeholders for planning future programmes. Evaluation is performed in specific points of time: (i) before activities take place, including targets’ setting and system state estimation (ex-ante evaluation), (ii) during the programme while moving from one phase to another (in-itine or mid-term evaluation), and (iii) after the activities conclusion (ex-post evaluation).

In respect of the programme implementation phases (Gaffey, 2013; Rogers, 2008; Wholey, 1983), monitoring tends to focus on the inputs, activities, and outputs, while evaluation concentrates mostly on the outcomes and impacts (Unicef, 1991), though this is not a clear cut.

---

1 “Retrospective projects are those which have incurred expenditure from national sources or are completed before EU co-financing has been formally applied for or awarded, i.e. they are financed retroactively. In the 2014–2020 program period, projects or operations that are physically completed or fully implemented before the beneficiary submits the application for funding are not eligible for EU funding” (European Court of Auditors, 2018, p. 5).

2 CP funds are composed of the European share and the national/regional one. The national and/or regional co-finance reduction refers to the decrease of national and/or regional contribution, respecting the regulatory limits (exceptions can be made in extreme cases) (European Commission, 2013). This strategy is expected to speed up the absorption of EU resources at the expense of the total amount of resources invested locally.
Inputs refer to the resources (e.g., human, economic, material) invested into a programme (Earl, Carden, & Smutylo, 2001; Rogers, 2008). Activities focus on the operations through which inputs are deployed to deliver specific outputs (Rogers, 2008; Smutylo, 2001), which are the immediate observable products resulting from programme activities (Earl et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2011). Outcomes (or results) constitute the short/medium-term consequences of an action’s outputs that may associate to some extent to the implemented project (e.g., the direct effects that an intervention is meant to deliver) (Rogers, 2008). Outcomes are also seen as the interim benefits produced by outputs towards the impacts, which are meant as the external effects of a programme and ultimate or long-term results at a higher strategic level (Earl et al., 2001; Rogers, 2008).

Consequently, the influence of programmes is shifted progressively from inputs, activities, and outputs to outcomes and impacts. The explanation is attributed to: (i) the implementation agents that have different forms of control over the allocated and distributed resources, the implemented activities, and, in theory, the outputs produced (Nigohosyan & Vutsova, 2018; Smutylo, 2001), and (ii) the outcomes and impacts that are considerably influenced by external factors (Nigohosyan & Vutsova, 2018; Smutylo, 2001). The abovementioned concepts are integrated into a first-effort operative framework (Fig. 1).

2.2. Adapting the framework to Cohesion Policy

These concepts and frameworks have been further used to develop and analyse the CP monitoring and evaluation system (Barca & McCann, 2011; Gaffey, 2013; Nigohosyan & Vutsova, 2018). Financial resources (inputs) are allocated based on specific output targets deriving from the intended outcomes which, in turn, result from the identified needs (Barca & McCann, 2011). The actual spending of these resources supports the realisation of projects funded through CP (activities – e.g., airport expansion), which are expected to produce specifically targeted outputs (e.g., new terminals) (Barca & McCann, 2011). The direct immediate effects of the outputs’ achievement constitute the outcomes (e.g., increased number of flights’ arrivals/departures) (Nigohosyan & Vutsova, 2018). However, not only do the actual outcomes depend on the outputs, but also on other external factors (e.g., airlines’ business decisions) (Barca & McCann, 2011). Finally, the impacts (e.g., increased number of passengers/tourists) may partially depend on the policy effectiveness and, at a greater extent, on external factors outside the CP system (Barca & McCann, 2011; Nigohosyan & Vutsova, 2018), rendering the decoupling and assessment of the actual CP impact particularly challenging.

CP evaluation is principally related to outputs, results, and impacts, assessing the effectiveness and efficiency of the related programmes. It may occur (Bachtler & Wren, 2006; European Commission, 2018b; Lion & Martini, 2006): (i) during the planning phase (ex-ante), performed by LMAs and Member States, in the form of appraisal of the CP implementation context, indicators’ selection, and baselines’ and targets’ development, (ii) during the programme execution (in-itinere and mid-term), conducted by independent regional and national evaluators with the scope of controlling whether the programme is on track and still relevant, and (iii) after the programme completion (ex-post), led by the European Commission in close cooperation with Member States and LMAs, involving an examination of the overall CP impact on different indicators to estimate programmes’ effectiveness and enhance the design of the next programming periods. In this context, the evaluation of the implementation process (namely of its inputs and activities) “typically looks at how a programme is being implemented and managed”, is attributed to the local authorities, and is “likely to be carried out in the early stages of implementation” (European Commission, 2018b, p. 28).

Instead, CP monitoring “observes programme implementation through, on the one hand, a continuous and systematic process of generating […] information on implementation; on the other hand, through discussing these data sets in the Monitoring Committee”3 (European Commission, 2018b, p. 5). Therefore, “while primary responsibility for control rests with the audit and the [LMAs] in charge of each of the so-called Operational Programmes”, Monitoring Committees are “an additional […] mechanism for overseeing

3. The monitoring committee is convened by the Managing Authorities responsible for each Operational Programme and are made up of officials from central and regional government, representatives from corporate and civic non-governmental organisations and, acting in an advisory capacity, officials from the European Commission. According to the relevant EU regulation, the role of the monitoring committees is to satisfy itself on “the effectiveness and quality of the implementation of the Operational Programme[s]” (Cartwright & Batory, 2012, p. 324).
and advising on policy implementation” (Cartwright & Batory, 2012, p. 324). The monitoring scope is “to detect and quantify any deviation from initial plans and targets” (European Commission, 2018b, p. 5) for providing timely information to the management and enabling the correction of any potential source of issues. To minimise time-lags, the Commission further invites Member States, LMAs, and beneficiaries (or recipients) to upload the necessary data into the system throughout the year (e.g., on a quarterly frequency), and not just at the end of the year or the project. Programme monitoring is based on three categories of indicators: financial, output, and results (or outcomes) (European Commission, 2018b). Outputs are measured in physical or monetary units at the level of activities’ achievement. Results are defined in accordance to the specific programme goals, while data on the progresses and timing of collection are defined based on the specifics of the selected indicators.

Finally, “financial indicators relate to the total amount of eligible expenditure entered into the accounting system of the certifying authority and certified by that authority” (European Commission, 2018b, p. 7), are compulsory, and “may be used to monitor progress in terms of the payment of the funds available for any operation, measure or programme in relation to its eligible cost” (European Commission, 2018b, p. 7). These indicators are the closest instrument for inputs’ monitoring and refer basically to the absorption rate. However, the Commission acknowledges their limitations, though they are essential for monitoring programme performance, and allows LMAs to set additional indicators and targets exclusively for internal purposes (European Commission, 2018b). LMAs might (or probably do) use other internal dimensions for better controlling the inputs trend; however, there is no evidence in the literature nor public shared information. Therefore, in the regulation, the financial dimension (in the form of the absorption rate of expenditure) constitutes the only standardised, common, and publicly available proxy to monitor the inputs.

3. Methodological approach

3.1. System dynamics and modelling procedure

To evaluate the CP implementation system, we created an SD model to replicate the absorption rate of funds and to test whether this rate constitutes an efficient monitoring indicator of the inputs, as used by LMAs. SD can be considered as an appropriate method to tackle such problems since it focuses on complex systems, analysing longitudinal (i.e., over time) behaviours under policy interventions (Forrester, 1961; Sterman, 2000). From a technical perspective, an SD model constitutes a systemic structural map, including major cause-effect links and feedback mechanisms (Sterman, 2000). This operational conceptualisation allows to reconstruct the items and procedures constituting the system, thus providing a more practical understanding (Olaya, 2015). Arrows represent the links that connect a cause to its effect. The causal impact of each relationship is indicated with either a positive (i.e., both cause and effect increase or decrease) or a negative (i.e., when cause increases, effect decreases and vice versa) polarity. The stock variables (presented as rectangles) express the states of the system due to the accumulation processes (i.e., mathematical integrations). The flow variables (presented as valves) refer to the rates that fill or empty the stock variables. In addition, a feedback loop is a circular sequence of causes and effects that is either balancing (i.e., self-stabilising) or reinforcing (i.e., self-increasing). If an initial increase in a variable leads to an eventual decrease (or increase) in the same variable, then the feedback loop is considered as balancing (or reinforcing). The formal model has been developed using the software Vensim®. To ensure transparency and replicability, the model and the related documentation are provided in the supplementary material (Appendix B), organised following the guidelines of Martinez-Moyano (2012) and Sterman and Rahmandad (2012).

The model structure was presented, developed, revised, and validated in: (i) two workshops, organised grounding on a typical group model building approach (Vennix, 1996), in the context of a Horizon 2020 project attended by CP experts (i.e., EU policy-makers, regional officers, researchers), and (ii) twelve interviews, conducted in a disconfirmatory approach (Andersen et al., 2012), with regional officers, researchers, and CEOs. In the Appendix A, details about these meetings are reported. Participants and interviewees were given an enlarged printed copy of the model and invited to modify its structure on paper. This procedure was used as a starting point for discussion and acted as a boundary object to structure the interactions (Black, 2013). Each meeting was recorded, if permitted by interviewees and participants, and conducted by at least two members of the research team to allow for an adequate flow and notes’ collection. Then, participants’ and interviewees’ notes on the model, recordings, researchers’ notes, and impressions were compared to obtain a consistent interpretation of elicited mental models (Doyle & Ford, 1999). Overall, the presentation of updated model versions and their discussion during workshops and interviews has acted as a continuous validation process of the conceptual structure of our work.

Rigorous validation tests have been performed to increase the confidence in the model and its outputs, namely: structure and parameter confirmation test, dimensional consistency, formal inspections, walkthroughs, extreme conditions tests, behaviour sensitivity tests, and modified-behaviour predictions (Barlas, 1996; Sterman, 2000). In addition, to verify whether the structure is reliable, the model has been calibrated to replicate total absorption rate (i.e., of both EU and regional shares of contribution) of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), as a component of the structural funds, over three policy cycles 2000–2006, 2007–2013, and 2014–2020 in the region of Emilia Romagna in Italy. Although several LMA officers around the EU have participated in the workshops and interviews, Emilia Romagna was selected as a case study since the respective LMA was a partnering organisation of the Horizon 2020 project, as well as due to the availability of regional absorption data. More specifically, the EU share data.
were retrieved from official internally-communicated annual reports via e-mailing (European Commission, 2003-2018). For the 2000–2006 cycle, EU data availability starts in 2003 (for the previous years, a constant funds’ expenditure is assumed). For the 2014–2020 cycle, the data were only partially available till 2018. Regarding the regional share, the data were obtained from the OpenCoesione database, which is the Italian initiative of centralised collection and sharing of CP data.

Fig. 2 illustrates the manner in which the developed model replicates the real data available (i.e., reference mode). The model outputs replicate the reference modes’ S-shaped growth to a sufficient extent, further increasing the confidence in the model structure’s ability to capture the complex dynamics of CP implementation at an LMA level. In fact, as the system slowly starts to absorb the new cycle’s funds (due to the initial delays involved), the absorption rate steepness increases. Towards the end of the cycle, absorption slows down due to the ‘natural’ saturation effect (there are fewer funds and therefore the absorption decelerates) till it reaches approximately 95% (when LMAs have to wait the EU and the delays involved to process the final payments before providing the last reimbursement). The ability to replicate reality represents an important target of the SD modelling approach, since achieving this goal may provide a first formal validation of the quality of the model (Barlas, 1996; Forrester & Senge, 1980; Sterman, 2000).

3.2. Model structure: Cohesion Policy implementation map

The system structure reflects the major CP implementation processes, including the main flow of structural funds from the EU through the regions to the beneficiaries, as well as all parameters and factors affecting this procedure. Since the analysis includes three key CP players, the model attempts to depict the multi-level nature of the scheme (Hoohe, 1996; Piattoni & Polverari, 2016) into an operational framework. Thus, in this case, SD allows to deconstruct the elements that constitute the CP implementation for understanding the causes of specific funds’ absorption patterns over time. The model is portrayed in an aggregated qualitative form (Fig. 3) to facilitate the readers’ understanding. The system map reports the underlying logic of the main drivers that affect CP implementation in the model; specifically, the main flow of funds (i.e., pipeline) is presented in black, while the drivers that affect the implementation processes refer to the contextual external factors (pink arrows), the beneficiaries’ demand (blue arrows), and the LMA administrative capacity (green arrows).

Regarding the funding pipeline, the “total funds available” by the EU increase the allocation rate among the regions (“funds allocation at LMA level”), which determines the amount of “LMA calls for EU funds”. The more funds are allocated, the more calls are prepared by the LMAs. “Potential beneficiaries” who apply to the calls (“applications”) are accounted in the “applications rate” mechanism; depending on the number of calls, potential beneficiaries submit their application, accumulating into the stock of “Projects submitted”. The submitted applications are evaluated (“evaluation rate”) and all evaluated projects accumulate in the “Projects accepted” stock. These projects are then signed (“contracting rate”) and the approved ones are transferred to the “Signed and approved projects” stock. Subsequently, the projects are put into action (“utilisation and realisation rate”) and after the bureaucratic requirements’ control, projects are completed and accumulate in “Projects completed under control”. In this stage, they are assessed (“monitoring rate”) and those passing the assessment process move to the state of “Projects awaiting to be refunded”. After technicalities are solved and processed, beneficiaries are finally refunded (“refunding rate”) and all projects accumulate in the “Refunded and completed projects” stock. The ratio of the funds actually spend in the refunded projects to the total funds available constitutes the funds’ “absorption rate”. Concerning the external contextual factors, the “OP co-finance availability” (OP stands for Operational Programme), which refers to the LMA’s economic contribution to the CP, and the “political efficiency and stability” positively affect the regional allocation of the funds. From the beneficiaries’ part, the more “potential beneficiaries” are interested, the more projects applications are submitted. Finally, an increase in the “LMA administrative capacity” can reduce the time needed to perform each process step of the main pipeline by eliminating systemic delays. Finally, shorter process times increase the related rates, rendering the pipeline flow quicker and leading to more efficient processes and more projects completed.

4. Indicators’ dynamic behaviour

4.1. Dynamic adequacy test of absorption rate

Three different scenarios are simulated to test the adequacy of the absorption rate as a monitoring indicator of the inputs implementation. To perform these tests, the model is simulated for the upcoming policy cycle by keeping constant the previous cycles assumptions and conditions. Exogenous extreme shocks are simulated to assess the receptivity of the absorption rate indicator to the exceptional disturbances. This extreme cases’ approach highlights the shortcomings of the financial indicator. There are three cases and they constitute the ‘entry points’ of drivers into the implementation pipeline (i.e., beneficiaries’ demand, external factors, LMA administrative capacity) which can disturb the regular funds’ expenditure.

https://opencoesione.gov.it/en/
Concerning the beneficiaries’ demand, a scenario in which in the beginning of 2024 no potential beneficiary applies for funds is simulated (Fig. 4). In this case, the flow through the pipeline is disrupted since the causal link between applications and the pipeline is interrupted. The thick red line represents the base run in which absorption occurs regularly without any issues, while the thin blue line shows the absorption behaviour in case from 2024 no applications are submitted anymore and suddenly demand goes to zero. As shown, the absorption regularly increases, as if nothing has happened, until almost 2027 and only after this date the absorption curve flattens. Therefore, the problem manifests itself in the absorption behaviour with approximately three years of delay (all estimations are performed qualitatively through observation by comparing the curves’ heights, slopes, and patterns (Sterman, 2000), which is deemed to be a sufficient approach given the model’s purpose (Groesser & Schwaninger, 2012)). These delays are involved in the implementation pipeline; while demand for funds occurs at the beginning of the process, the calculation of the absorption is performed at the end. Thus, if a problem occurs at the beginning of the pipeline, the rest of the projects accumulated in the pipeline are carried on and the problem will emerge only after the pipeline will be emptied.

The second shock scenario refers to external factors and simulates the case in which, at the beginning of 2024, the LMA stops releasing CP calls. This case is simulated by increasing to the maximum the political instability in the model (this shock could also be generated by a lack of co-finance availability), which may not provide the necessary legal and political direction to the LMA to prepare and publish the calls (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Absorption rate (thick red line – baseline simulation; thin blue line – scenario simulation) – Beneficiaries’ demand scenario (zero applications from 2024).

Fig. 5. Absorption rate (thick red line – baseline simulation; thin blue line – scenario simulation) – External factors scenario (zero calls from 2024).

Fig. 6. Absorption rate (thick red line – baseline simulation; thin blue line – scenario simulation) – LMA administrative capacity scenario (60% decrease in LMA’s staff from 2024).
Once again, it should be noted that the absorption rate reports the shock in the behaviour only after 2026. This latter is visible slightly earlier compared to the previous case since, by closing the pipeline earlier in the stream, a lower amount of projects is introduced into the processing. This fact amplifies the shock in the implementation system.

Finally, the third case is associated with the LMA administrative capacity. Specifically, at the beginning of 2024, there is a 60% decrease in the LMA’s staff which is not counterbalanced by any hiring (Fig. 6). In respect of the modelling procedure, this scenario is translated in a remarkable reduction in the LMA administrative capacity and, subsequently, in a longer time to process the applications and the projects through the pipeline. The simulation’s results indicate that the absorption rate takes a different path from the baseline simulation after a few months. Although the two behaviour types become separated relatively shortly, the distance between the two curves is rather evident only after a few years. This observation might also mislead policy-makers since they may underestimate the importance of absorption discrepancy (e.g., they might consider it as a normal statistical fluctuation).

4.2. Towards a new set of original operational indicators

Given the alarming delay with which the absorption rate captures the system’s extreme conditions, we develop and test a new set of operational indicators which could support the timely detection of variations in the system’s behaviour. The underlying idea is that these new operational indicators will complement financial proxies (e.g., absorption rate) during the monitoring of performance, allowing Commission, Member States, and LMAs to know in time where problems are located and, thus, solve them quickly. In addition, the indicators’ public availability would improve the understanding of CP implementation among researchers, stakeholders, journalists, and the society in general. Therefore, a set of three quantitative indicators, identified based on the main systemic drivers that affect the CP implementation upstream in the pipeline (beneficiaries’ demand, external factors, and LMA administrative capacity), are outlined and simulated. These indicators aim to monitor the ‘strength’ and the impact of these drivers. They have been developed following the EU principles for: clarity, unambiguity, easiness to understand, closely linked to the activities, with transparent units of measurement, and allowing for periodic measurements (Barca & McCann, 2011; European Commission, 2018).

The first indicator, named as funds’ demand, has the ability to monitor the LMA calls for projects that remain unanswered. More specifically, it assesses the success of a call among the local community, hence it provides an indication of the number of potential beneficiaries who apply for a specific call. It is calculated by dividing the amount of funds that the potential beneficiaries request by the total funds available for a certain call, providing a ratio of call fulfilment:

\[
\text{funds demand} = \frac{\text{fund demanded by potential beneficiaries}}{\text{funds available}}
\]

The indicator’s value can be explained as follows. If the funds’ demand is lower than one, the calls have been partially gone unanswered. If it is zero, nobody applied. The closer it gets to 1, the more the request for funds through the submitted applications reach the whole allocated amount. In particular, if the indicator equals one, the demand perfectly matches the supply. In other words, the request for funds equals the allocated sum. Finally, if it is greater than one, there are more applications than the number of places available meaning that the request for funds exceeds the allocated sum. The last scenario is the usual one in LMAs with good performances. Receiving more project proposals than needed allows the LMA to have a considerable amount of projects to assess in case some do not pass the evaluation phase (e.g., due to low quality), thus avoiding the call to go partially unfulfilled. Paradoxically, some LMAs pointed out that a value of funds’ demand equal to more than one can have a discouraging effect for the beneficiaries; if applicants have their project proposals rejected too often, they might be discouraged from submitting again. Thus, an LMA might also decide to use other regional and/or national funding sources to top up the call and fund additional projects in case they fulfil the quality standards.

However, even high-performance LMAs can draft a lowly appreciated call, while low-performance LMAs a highly appreciated one. Thus, the average funds’ demand among several calls prepared can be more valuable from a systemic perspective. In this case, the indicator is developed by summing all call performances and then dividing them by the number of calls for a certain period:

\[
\text{average funds demand} = \frac{\sum \text{(funds demand)}}{\text{number of calls in a certain period}}
\]

This indicator can be useful to understand whether absorption issues arise from the demand (beneficiaries) or the supply (LMAs) side. Namely, in the case of a CP programme with a bad performance, the system’s behaviour should be investigated in terms of beneficiaries applications; if the beneficiaries do not apply, the problem is probably located on the demand side. In this case, the only feasible policy intervention at the moment seems to be the engagement and discussion with the local community to analyse the reasons behind the low number of applications (e.g., lack of proper information, lack of beneficiaries’ staff capability in preparing applications, costly applications, lack of credit to co-finance), allowing the LMAs to remedy the undesired situation. Overall, not only does this indicator assist in identifying in which stage of the CP process low performance arises but it also highlights when performance starts to be undermined before it is identifiable in the absorption rate. Although this indicator is based on monetary values, such as absorption rate, it has an operational nature that provides a different dimension. In fact, this indicator allows LMAs to intervene earlier and avoid problematic situations. In Fig. 7, a comparison between the absorption rate and the average funds’ demand is proposed in the initial scenario of a halt in the beneficiaries’ applications from 2024 onwards. As shown, the average funds’ demand indicator immediately collapses. In Fig. 8, the comparison of the average funds’ demand between the baseline
simulation and the scenario of zero applications is depicted.

A variation in this indicator could refer to the number of projects accepted (i.e., the applications which meet the eligibility criteria and pass the initial selection). This indicator can be named as **actual average funds’ demand**, and, compared to the **average funds’ demand**, it further indicates the quality the projects submitted. If there is a considerable discrepancy between the two, then the quality of the applications is low, since there is a high number of projects rejected that makes the actual average ratio lower than the average ratio.

If the beneficiaries apply but a problematic absorption behaviour still occurs, dysfunctions may be located on the LMA side. To explore them better, two additional indicators have been developed for supporting the systemic search for this behaviour. The CP **funds’ offer** represents the total amount of the funds committed in all different phases of the implementation process in a specific point in time compared to a reference desired value (e.g., a baseline value defined by the Commission or the LMA in ex-ante). Specifically, the funds committed comprises all funds that are allocated in calls, committed to projects under evaluation, approval, signature, execution, monitoring, and refunding queue, as well as the already refunded funds. The proposed indicator is defined as follows:

\[
\text{funds’ offer} = \frac{\text{funds committed}}{\text{desired funds committed}}
\]

To some extent, this indicator can be considered as similar to the absorption rate since it focuses on the monetary value that an LMA should spend. Nonetheless, the **funds’ offer** is a much broader concept and allows for the monitoring of the LMA effort in real-time, since the day one of the policy cycle. In fact, the absorption rate cannot be calculated from the beginning of each cycle, since no absorption is made.

---

**Fig. 8.** Average funds’ demand (thick red line – baseline simulation; thin blue line – scenario simulation) – Beneficiaries’ demand scenario (zero applications from 2024).

**Fig. 9.** Absorption rate (thick red line) vs. funds’ offer (thin blue line) – External factors scenario (zero calls from 2024).

**Fig. 10.** Funds’ offer (thick red line – baseline simulation; thin blue line – scenario simulation) – External factors scenario (zero calls from 2024).
(it takes time to complete the whole pipeline of processes till the expenditure certification and refund). Therefore, the funds’ offer reports which are the actual progresses of the LMA at any time point and goes beyond the absorption rate or the certified expenditure. However, this indicator works best if combined with the average funds’ demand and the absorption rate. If, while analysing an LMA with a low performance, the average funds’ demand is sufficiently high, then attention should be paid at the funds’ offer; the latter might show that although the calls are fulfilled, the amount of money allocated, committed, and refunded is rather low compared to what it should be in order to reach an adequate absorption. Fig. 9 reports a comparison between the absorption rate and funds’ offer reaction to the scenario in which from 2024 no new funds are allocated to any call due to local political instability. The simulation results showcase that the proposed indicator exhibits almost immediately the effect of the external environment on CP implementation, allowing for timely corrective interventions by the Member States and the Commission (funds’ offer goes above one in the beginning of the period, indicating that the LMA has a better performance than the defined baseline). Fig. 10, instead, compares the values of funds’ offer between the baseline simulation in which the implementation proceeds regularly and the scenario of zero funds’ commitment in calls. Once again, this indicator could allow for the understanding of the interventions needed by the LMA. However, if there is a sufficient funds’ offer with a proper average funds’ demand and the absorption rate is still too low, the problem might be located in the length of the different procedural steps that build up the main CP pipeline. Therefore, a third indicator needs to be acknowledged as a time performance indicator. Specifically, monitoring the time needed to perform the necessary procedures can indicate how quick the LMA is in performing its duties. In fact, this indicator aims to offer a comparison between the reference average time that each step requires to be performed (i.e., the time that the European Commission considers as a standard time for each step) and the average time that the LMA needs to perform each step in reality. Examples of time steps may refer to the time needed to evaluate the projects’ applications received for a call or the time needed to sign the contracts with the beneficiaries, as indicated in the system map. The reference and actual times are finally summed for all steps and the procedural efficiency is calculated as the ratio of the respective sums:

$$\text{procedural efficiency} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{Step } i \text{ time})}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\text{Step } i \text{ reference time})}$$

If the time performance indicator is greater than one, this fact indicates that the LMA needs more time to complete the steps on average, while if it is less than one the LMA is quicker than expected. If it is one, the LMA requires, on average, the reference time as defined by the Commission. This indicator could provide real-time information on the CP implementation procedural performance. In addition, its deconstruction on step level could showcase where the bottlenecks are located. If it was possible to know the real-time that an LMAs needs to perform its duties at each phase of the project implementation, then

Fig. 11. Absorption rate (thick red line) vs. procedural efficiency (thin blue line) – LMA administrative capacity scenario (60% decrease in LMA’s staff from 2024).

Fig. 12. Procedural efficiency (thick red line – baseline simulation; thin blue line – scenario simulation) – LMA administrative capacity scenario (60% decrease in LMA’s staff from 2024).
these data could provide further information about noteworthy aspects. For example, for similar project types, if the realisation phase (in which the LMA performance is not the main determinant since this phase refers to the beneficiaries implementing the project) is monitored to be much longer than the average one, the fault could be assigned to the ‘gold plating’ (European Court of Auditors, 2016; Gandollo, 2014). In particular, this concept refers to the presence of redundant national and regional bureaucratic procedures in addition to the CP regulations, which ultimately end up increasing the administrative workload for LMAs and beneficiaries.

5. Analysis and discussion

5.1. Outcomes’ analysis

If financial proxies (i.e., absorption rate) grasp with a considerable delay extreme system conditions, they will detect minor implementation issues with even more difficulty. A low absorption rate might arise due to multiple reasons (e.g., low beneficiaries’ demand, political instability, low LMA capacity); however, identifying the source and the locus of undesired dynamics in the system by only exploring the absorption rate may be quite challenging. Thus, deconstructing the problem to its root causes and intervening for solving it emerge as crucial. In addition, the absorption rate cannot showcase the use of debatable strategies (e.g., low LMA capacity); however, identifying the source and the locus of issues with even more difficulty. A low absorption rate might arise due which ultimately end up increasing the administrative workload for particular, this concept refers to the presence of redundant national and plating finance mechanisms.

5.2. Policy implications and opportunities

In this context, a set of three upstream indicators are developed to be used by the different authorities of the multi-level governance scheme (e.g., European Commission, Member States, LMAs), since the necessary data can be easily collected and shared by the LMAs. The proposed indicators aim to be quite uncomplicated to allow for easier understanding and, thus, match the cognitive needs (Barca & McCann, 2011; Lion, Martini, & Volpi, 2004) of stakeholders, policy-makers, practitioners, and citizens. Given that the EU currently demands only financial proxies for inputs monitoring and gives quite some autonomy to the LMAs, an enhanced standardised set of monitoring indicators could create a systemic dashboard of real-time dynamic monitoring. This analysis could increase the effectiveness of monitoring as a collection of useful data for improving performance and understanding, as well as guarantee that LMAs are approaching monitoring in the best-known way. On the one hand, the fact that regions encounter performance problems could be due to their lack of proper monitoring tools and this could be prevented with the new systemic monitoring dashboard. On the other hand, the proposed approach would better fulfil the summative and formative scopes of the monitoring practice (Wholey, 1996) compared to the use of absorption rate as the only available indicator.

Recently, the Commission has suggested shifting the focus of CP implementation from financial performance and compliance to performance assessment towards tangible results (European Commission, 2019). Financial dimensions have monopolised the CP implementation so far and have generated a wide range of issues (Polverari, 2015; Rainoldi, 2010) among which the misuse of absorption rate as a proxy for monitoring performance. Specifically, the Commission proposes ‘payments from the Commission to the Member State or region conditional on the achievement of pre-agreed results/outputs or completion of policy actions or processes’ (European Commission, 2019, p. 6). In this radical and historical potential change in the CP system, inputs’ monitoring could also be updated with a more structured, standardised all over Europe, dynamic, systemic, and operational approach. Moreover, if deemed as valid, this approach could ‘spill over’ into the Member States monitoring and evaluation culture, as it happened in the past (Viñas, 2009).

5.3. Limitations and challenges

The implementation of the proposed research still requires further refinements before being used in practice. The developed SD model is a representation of the CP implementation system, constituting a conceptual simplification. Therefore, the proposed indicators may not entirely grasp the complexity that emerges during the structural funds’ allocation and expenditure and thus they cannot be immediately used by the LMAs. The systemic indicators can be interpreted as a preliminary and necessary directional advancement that should be followed by rigorous adaptation and definition based on the day-to-day LMA and EU procedures.

The indicators’ revision should be based on available data, which can be potentially collected by the LMAs, as well as on how these eventual requirements posed by the new indicators can be integrated into the system of data registration. Direct experience of some Member States shows that they have been already collecting types of data close to what is needed and based on what is proposed (OECD, 2015). For instance, OpenCoesione, the Italian initiative developing a database of CP data throughout the country, collects a variety of information about the implementation process from LMAs and renders them publicly available. Then, the collected data could be provided in a transparent manner for all EU countries in the CohesionData’s web space to increase accountability and political responsibility.

LMAs probably collect information which is partially suitable for developing the suggested indicators. Although using the new indicators might increase complexity instead of simplifying it, the calculation is quite simple and may alleviate the burden from the LMAs that should otherwise develop assessment techniques by themselves. Similarly, the data collection could increase the work load of the LMA staff; however, given the increased automation level nowadays, a minor increase is expected. In general, the LMA workload and specific needs have to be carefully considered (since LMAs might be sensitive to task variations in this sense) in case policy-makers aim to diffuse the proposed approach (Masana & Fernández, 2019). Nevertheless, the benefits of timely intervention, transparency, and more accurate accountability could make the case of outweighing the potential costs.

Moreover, the definition of the reference values for the ideal funds’ offer over time and the procedural timings might be rather challenging.

---

5. The European Union advances a specific amount of CP funds to the local authorities as soon as the CP programmes are approved (European Parliament & the Council of European Union, 2013)

In fact, the problem of setting benchmarks for CP implementation has been highlighted in the literature (Marchante & Ortega, 2010). However, optimal performances from previous policy cycles could be used as a starting point for baseline definitions. Finally, the proposed indicators need to be handled carefully; it is crucial to avoid any potential goal displacements (i.e., used with other meanings and scopes instead than the original ones) (Perrin, 2011), which roughly happened to the absorption rate. In addition, the new indicators might tend to reduce participation and monopolise the decision-making process, especially if they are attributed with a broader meaning than they have (e.g., used as proxies of LMA quality of governance).

6. Conclusions

6.1. Major insights

This paper analyses the adequacy of the most used financial indicator for inputs monitoring in the context of CP, namely the absorption rate of structural funds. To that end, a SD model replicating the expenditure process of the ERDF funds has been built to simulate different extreme scenarios and observe whether the absorption rate provides timely and precise information about the state of the CP implementation system. The results highlight that, in three different cases in which a sudden change occurs (i.e., low beneficiaries’ demand, lack of funds allocation due to political instability, delayed implementation process due to low LMA capacity), the absorption rate captures only with a notable delay the new conditions. Therefore, we claim that the absorption rate could delay and mislead real-time monitoring and, thus, any eventual corrective interventions, as it assesses the performance downstream in the implementation pipeline. In this respect, the proposed systemic structure allows for the development of three original operational indicators based on the different driving forces of the implementation process (i.e., average funds’ demand, funds’ offer, procedural efficiency), which are anticipated to offer a timely snapshot on the system state and complement the absorption rate.

Overall, this paper proposes a new systemic and operative approach to the monitoring of CP inputs, beyond the financially oriented approach based on the use of absorption rate. The term ‘systemic’ refers to the fact that monitoring can benefit from holistic understanding of the implementation structure and its state, while the term ‘operative’ emphasises the importance of practical aspects (Saunders, 2011) in monitoring. In this respect, the attention towards the integration of the SD concept within the CP is gaining attention in the fields of implementation (Kvača & Kokes, 2018) and analysis of the CP processes, procedures, and organisations (Cunico et al., 2020; Smeriglio et al., 2015). In respect of monitoring and evaluation, there are no evident theoretical obstacles to such integration and it could potentially occur as it happened in other domains (e.g., sustainability indicators, Meadows, 1998). In general, this study can provide an additional example of the benefits of using principles of systems’ theories for evaluation and monitoring purposes, further nurturing the discussion on this integration (Gates, 2016, 2017; Hassmiller Lich et al., 2017; Hummelbrunner, 2011; Midgley et al., 2008). In addition, the new possible approach about payments proposed by the Commission, in which financing is not linked to financial absorption but to the achievement of tangible results of the LMAs (European Commission, 2019) shifting away from the money-oriented compliance (Polverari, 2015), could be a fertile political ground to embrace new monitoring frameworks. This new approach could lead to better attribution of political accountability of the LMA concerning CP implementation performance (Davies & Polverari, 2011; Gore & Wells, 2009; Polverari, 2015). This is still a critical issue in several Member States (Marra, 2018; Polverari, 2015) since the correct attribution of the responsibility for performance in CP implementation can shape the citizens’ perception of local, national, and European institutions.

6.2. Research and policy directions

This study highlights the importance of the expansion of knowledge during the CP monitoring phase, giving more attention to the topic by generating guidelines for practitioners. In respect of the proposed indicators, additional work should be directed towards their refinement, adaptation, and harmonisation against the numerous nuances of the implementation process; the next step should render these conceptual ideas ready to be put in action. Future research efforts could perform more extensive experimentation of simulation tools, especially of operational research methods such as SD, for studying the CP monitoring and evaluation system deeply.

In conclusion, this study is expected to raise awareness of the limited adequacy of the absorption rate as a monitoring indicator for the CP inputs. This might have been already detected by some LMAs that adopt similar indicators as the proposed ones. However, up to now, there is no transparent, robust, and shared information on the manner in which regions proceed with performance monitoring. Therefore, the EU should provide additional details on the monitoring side of the policy, standardise this procedure to the best possible extent, and promote a transparent sharing of the data collected. Finally, a more accurate, timely, and transparent monitoring of the inputs could decrease the number of regions in which absorption issues occur, since corrective interventions could take place in time. In addition, this input’s analysis could feed practitioners and researchers with more precise data regarding the CP implementation process.
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Appendix A

Table A1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Participants' job titles</th>
<th>Organisation type</th>
<th>Date and length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 CEO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Private company (both beneficiary and intermediary company)</td>
<td>17th April 2018</td>
<td>105 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Researchers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>100 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Journalist</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Newspaper</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>140 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Officer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LMA</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>150 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Employee</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>European Structural Fund (ESF) funded project participant</td>
<td>September 2018</td>
<td>50 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Officer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>European Direct</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>110 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Researcher</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>110 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Officer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LMA</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>80 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 CEO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Private company delivering ESF-funded courses</td>
<td>5th October 2018</td>
<td>60 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Researchers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>University</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>70 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Officers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Government initiative about Cohesion Policy (Italian Open)</td>
<td>2018 February</td>
<td>100 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Officers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>LMA</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>150 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td>approx. 20</td>
<td>LMA officers, EU officers, researchers</td>
<td>2018 October</td>
<td>300 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshop</td>
<td>approx. 15</td>
<td>LMA officers, EU officers, researchers</td>
<td>2019十月</td>
<td>120 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.evalprogplan.2021.10.1964.
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